COVID-19 | YOUR NPO INSURANCE
This news release is for organizations insured by BFL CANADA as part of the Union des
municipalités du Québec NPO group.
In connection with the public health events we know, we want to clarify your insurance
coverage.
Firstly, compliance with public health recommendations and the deployment of your emergency
response plan and those imposed on you are essential aspects.
PROPERTY INSURANCE (if you purchase this insurance in the NPO program with BFL
CANADA):
— It is not possible to claim additional costs or loss of revenue due to COVID-19 since there
has been no damage to your buildings.
— We have notified your insurer so that they can tolerate vacancies and unoccupancies in
some municipal buildings that may have been closed. However, you must pay attention to
building closures in the event of a service disruption. Property insurance includes
restrictions on vacant or unoccupied buildings. Your insurer accepts the vacancy or
unoccupancy of your buildings, however, as a preventive measure, we recommend that you
maintain rounds of surveillance in your buildings that have been closed, for example, with
the help of the Excel table appended or other similar tools, while staying consistent with
essential services and government-authorized containment measures. A one-person, oncea-day monitoring round, while respecting containment and movement instructions, could be
a good solution.
— Important to note: Insurers were solicited by insurance brokers to be conciliatory about the
vacancy insurance clauses on corporate buildings. We are awaiting clarification from the
insurance industry on this matter and will keep you informed.
— Any system malfunction (alarms, sprinklers) must be transmitted or reported to BFL
CANADA as soon as possible.
THIRD-PARTY LIABILITY INSURANCE (if you purchase this insurance in the NPO program
with BFL CANADA):
— Commercial general liability policies provide legal liability to third parties for bodily injury,
personal injury and property damage arising from their activities, products or premises.
— The spread of COVID-19 may expose your organization to third-party claims alleging
negligence in the management of the virus outbreak that, as a result of such negligence,
causes personal injury or third party damage. However, many policies also contain
exclusions for claims arising from a pandemic, virus or bacteria. These exclusions would
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preclude coverage for negligence claims arising from COVID-19. Insurers have yet to
comment on COVID-19 contamination.
— However, your initiatives to assist people in need or other organizations with essential needs
(e.g. delivering groceries to seniors) are insured. We have informed your insurer
accordingly.
— City volunteers who may cause property or personal injury (other than COVID-19) to third
parties are insured (refer to our previous comments for damage caused by COVID-19). If a
volunteer is injured and claims it is due to your organization’s negligence, the insurer will
defend your organization.
— In addition, your volunteers are insured in case of injury by accident: compensation to cover
their medical expenses arising from their injuries is possible;
— For damage to vehicles that do not belong to the organization:
– Follow the instructions and ensure that the third party agrees that your volunteers are
driving their vehicle.
– Ensure the vehicle is not worth more than $50,000.
– Ensure the volunteer has a valid licence and is at least 21 years of age.
Ultimately, the circumstances and nature of each claim will be considered on a case-by-case
basis. The entire insurance industry is concerned about this crisis. We will keep you informed of any
developments.
Finally, we remind you that in the event of an emergency involving a disaster only, you can contact our Disaster
Department at:
Contact information for BFL CANADA to declare a claim:
— During normal business hours:
514-843-3632 or 1-800-465-2842; ask to speak to a claims officer from the UMQ’s OSBL team.
— After hours and only for emergencies following a disaster:
514-461-4444 | 1-800-465-2842

The NPO insurance broker team at BFL CANADA.
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